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It seems there are hundreds of new accounts that think
they have secret information about the Epstein case
coming out now...  
 
and in most cases, it includes disinfo. 
 
From this point forward, anyone sharing the list of
underage victim settlements that includes boys = called
out.

I've discussed this with the original author, I've done a cursory search for individuals

with that name/age, and I've confirmed with a couple of other sources that there is no

known true information and almost certainly disinfo contained therein.

Not only does spreading disinfo about child sexual assault do the dirty work of the

criminal organizations for them, it also implies it's okay to share the names of

suspected victims with neither consent nor confirmation, nor tangible evidence. 

 

No. It's not.

But know this: 

 

children can not be bound by an NDA signed by their parents past their 18th

birthday. 

 

parents? yes. 

children? no. 

 

and that includes cases of child sexual assault.

and that fact, in itself, makes the allegations suspect - any real victims would be able

to confirm or deny the allegations made in their name. 

 

But mixing info and disinfo is standard operating procedure in the circles this

originated from.

So every single one of us needs to be conscious of the threat of disinformation to

discredit valid accusations when sharing information from anonymous sources,

especially generic claims or accusations without supporting documentation that

supports it.
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• • •

( I know some trolls say I'm one of these sources, but I've provided the best available

documentation that I believe can and will be verified by the appropriate authorities in

short order. So, don't believe me unequivocally yet; I'm sure you will have sufficient

reason soon. )

And if you have personal knowledge of these court cases or any similar allegations,

please contact trusted journalists or SDNY's Victim/Witness coordinator with the

details (email and phone number here).  

United States v. Jeffrey Epstein, 19 Cr. 490 (RMB)

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/programs/victim-witness-services/united-states-v-jef…

And know that we're listening. 

 

And that there will be justice, even when predators are in positions of power. 

 

#theyAllFallDown.
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